Lætitia – Baie de Morlaix Tour
Elaine

Lætitia, could you tell us about your job?

Lætitia

Yes, I carry about an Association that is called “À fer et à flots” and
it’s err an association that organises tours by boat and by train in
the Bay of Morlaix to discover the whole Bay, the countryside too
and we go to the Island of Batz to spend erm the afternoon.

Elaine

And how long have you been doing this?

Lætitia

Mmm, I’ve been working here in Morlaix, my office is at, is at the
Tourist Office err for eight years now.

Elaine

And what other trips are organised by the Tourist Office?

Lætitia

Well, the Tourist Office advises about all the things worth err doing
or visiting in Morlaix and the area but err the association 'À fer et à
flots' err is the one who organises tours, but in the Bay of Morlaix
you’ve got many, many possibilities to to visit by boat, by train, the
Château du Taureau, to visit the Cairn de Barnenez, and in the
countryside les inclos paroissiaux and all that kind of err organised
tours are possibilities, are offered here by, by the people
welcoming you in,Morlaix and the area.

Elaine

We found your Guide, explaining everything to us err was
absolutely brilliant, very clear ... I mean, what a long day for you,
what a lot to remember. How do you learn all, all of that
information?

Lætitia

Well I think the first thing is erm, well I was born here, I live here
and I love well the whole bay, that place and I like very much to to
learn that, to explain that to people and for me to, to speak in
English language is very, well I like that, I cannot explain but err it
was a very nice group of people too so it was a very beautiful day.

Elaine

Well,it was, we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Do the tours go on
throughout the year, the one on the boat to the Island or is it just
over the summer?

Lætitia

Erm, for people, for individual people, we organise from April to
October, there is an Agenda, we could say, a programme on the
Internet and for the grou.., the groups like you, err we are able to
organise that tour all year round.
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Elaine

That’s brilliant. Thank you so much again for your time, Letitia, it’s
been great talking to you.
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